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H avin 86 been more or less stable below a level of US $1.5 bn during the fifties and beginning of the sixties, showing only small increases in the middle of the sixties, Brazilian exports entered a period of impressive growth rates in 1968. Between 1968 and 1974 exports went up at an annual average rate of 27% , from $ 1.9 bn at the beginning of the period to almost $ 8 bn at the end. (See Table 1 , column 1.) This expansion of exports coincided with the extremely high rates of economic growth of Brazil in the 1968-74 period, the so-called "Brazilian economic miracle", when the real Gross Domestic Product (GDP) expanded at average annual rates of 10%. The question has been raised, therefore, as to the role played by exports in the Brazilian seven year boom. Moreover, the end of the boom in 1974 and the increasing balance of payments constraints after 1973, brought to the forefront the discussion of the outward looking strategy and its limits.
In this short exposition, the following points will be made:
[] the successful export expansion cannot be explained only in terms of the government incentives given, but is closely related to other components of the Brazilian growth model and of the international situation;
[] the significance of the export expansion in the recent Brazilian economic growth arises not from its share in global demand, which is relatively small, but from its balance of payments implications;
[] the change to an "outward looking strategy" had even a stronger accent on the side of imports and with reference to the inflow of foreign capital;
[] the effects of the extrovert strategy which became apparent after 1973 were enhanced by the boosting petrol prices, but its limits would have made themselves felt independently of the creation of OPEC; [] given the inherited balance of payments difficulties, further increases in exports are an important element in any future growth strategy for Brazil.
Propositions like "exports were a response to the stagnation of the internal market", "exports are being done only to the benefit of multinationals", "exports could be done only under the condition of keeping wages under control", or "through exports Brazil is rising as a sub-imperialist power", which in this simplified formulation we consider wrong, are not discussed directly here. Nevertheless, the elements given might shed some light on these items, too.
We would not deny that the way to the external market was facilitated by the introduction of the "trotting peg" in 1968 (exchange rate policy consisting of frequent and unpredictible mini-devaluations of the cruzeiro) and of a whole battery of credit and tax incentives and related measures, BRAZIL gradually implemented ~. The conjunction of other variables should not be overlooked, though. ECLA is right in classifying Brazil as "perhaps the most obvious case of opportune and decided adaptation to the expansive conditions which emerged in the second half of the sixties and became extraordinarily stronger, with only brief pauses, at the beginning of this decade, being interrupted i n 1974-75" = In point of fact, world trade also expanded at very high rates in the same period (19.6% per annum in 1968-73). High growth rates of OECD countries in 1972 and 1973 equally benefited Brazilian exports, which had during these years the highest increase rates of the whole period: 37% and 55 %, respectively.
External prices of the agricultural products exported by Brazil almost doubled between 1968
Apart from the exchange rate incentive, the simplification of administrative procedures for exporters equally affected all products. Other incentives aimed at diversifying the structure of exports and promoting the exports of manufactures. After 1965 income tax ceased to be applied to export profits in the manufacturing industry; under the system of "draw back", products imported for further elaboration and subsequent exports are exempted from customs duties. From October 1967, industrial exports were exempted from indirect taxes; interest subsidized credit lines were set up for products for the external market. As to the commercialisation, a program of "export corridors" is aimed at improving the transport from the countryside to the harbours and the shipping outlets. Government is directly present in export activities through enterprises in which the state participates. In 1972, the income tax incentive of the manufacture exports was extended to the mining industry, in the specific case of enterprises controlled by national capital which process minerals abundant in the country, when they export half of their production at a value 50 % higher than its vaiue in the raw state, and when 10 years' supply contracts are signed. A detailed summary and enumeration of the plethora of decrees and regulations referring to export promotion in Brazil is found in J o low ic z, H., 1977, Auslandsinvestitionen in Brasilien -Rechtsgrundlagen und Erfahrungen (Foreign Investments in Brazil -Legal Bases and Experience), 2. ed., Institut fiJr Iberoamerika-Kunde (forthcoming). and 1974. The soaring coffee prices are more recent. But already in the period under analysis there had been increases in the coffee price, together with price increases inter alia for sisal, sugar, cotton, cocoa, meat. As soya prices went up steeply in the world market, Brazilian soya harvests multiplied by more than ten from 1966 to 1973 (from 600000 tons to 7 mn tons), aiming at the external markets. To sum up, the change in the terms of trade was favourable, helping Brazil to increase by more than two and a half times the purchasing power of its exports between 1967 and 1973 ~.
Examining the export expansion from the supply angle, it should be observed that the incentives to export, at the beginning of the period, fit the high rates of unused capacity reached in the industrial sector during the recession of 1963-1967. In the first stage of the growth period, known as the recovery of 1968-1969, industry gradually increased the utilization of its productive capacity. Export expansion represented means of using idle capacity and could take place without an immediate expansion of productive capacity. Along 1971, however, full utilisation of capacity was gradually achieved in most of the industrial branches. Considering the import coefficient of investments in Brazil, the further expansion would reveal one of its weak points in that imports started growing faster than exports, even before the 
Exports and Industrial Growth
In addition to the sheer increase, the country achieved an important change in the composition of exports. The importance of coffee declined from an average share of about 40% in the midsixties to about 20% in the seventies 4. Soya, from an almost inexistent item in the country's export structure in the mid-sixties, became one of its largest exports (11.2% of total exports in 1974, if we add up beans, cake and bran). Exports of manufactures were no more than 1% of total exports up to 1959, and still insignificant in 1964 (6.2%); after 1973 manufactures represented more than one quarter of total exports. As shown in Table 2 , from a share of 10% in 1968, manufactures went up to about 28% in the midseventies.
Despite the remarkable increases, the importance of exports is not to be found in the additional demand they represent for the system. The export coefficient of the whole economy was slightly over 6% of GDP in 1974. Particularly in the case of manufactures, exports, despite the increase in their participation, are still only a small part of final demand. In certain years they might have acquired more significance for some branches, like food (where exports corresponded to 35% of the sector's GDP in 1970 and 30% in 1974), textiles, wood products, but for manufacturing industry as a whole, exports represented in 1974 less than 14% of the sector's GDP 5. In this respect, the Brazilian case differs from other developing countries which showed also high growth rates in manufacture exports, like Taiwan and Korea. In these countries, on the contrary, exports came to represent a very high share of the global demand. Manufacture exports in 1973 represented 37% of production in Korea, and 48% of production in Taiwan. The corresponding share in Brazil was 5 ~ 
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In Brazil, even if only the increases are taken into account, both in exports and production, the figures do not warrant the proposition that exports led the industrial growth. While in Taiwan, for instance, the increase in manufacture exports from 1966 to 1973 is equal to 54% of the increase in manufacture production, in Brazil this percentage is 15~ .
It is to be insisted that the evidence is against an explanation of Brazil's recent industrial growth in terms of expanding exports. In evaluating the role in the growth model, one should take into account that most of the exports of industrial products were originated in the so-called traditional industries, and these were undoubtedly not the leading ones in the latest growth cycle. Calculations done at the Research Institute of the Ministry of Planning have shown that in 1971 66% of industrial exports still came from the "traditional" branches of food, leather, wood products, tobacco, textile and clothing 7. Since also the exported products which would be classified as chemicals are traditional ones, mainly edible oil, the share of the traditional sector was even higher, amounting to 78%.
From the data on the structure of exports in Table 2 , one can observe an increase in the relative share of the three items of machines (boilers, etc., electrical machines, office machines) and a fairly impressive steepening of the percentage of "rolling stock and vehicles". However, despite the tendency of capital goods and durables to gain in importance, non-durables are still the main weight in Brazilian manufacture exports. Moreover, one should remember that these are increases over low starting points. Thus, for instance, while 516,058 units of vans, buses, trucks and passenger cars were produced in the country in 1971, the number of units exported in the same year was 1,665, or the minimal share of 0.2% of the production.
Generally it can be said that the sectors in which external markets have greater relative participation are amongst the ones with the lowest growth rates in the expansive cycle. This expansion was led by the extraordinary growth of the consumer durables sector, particularly the car industry, in the wake of a considerable expansion of consumer's credit, and corresponded to the patterns of income distribution reinforced in the period 8
This is true at least for the first stage, from 1968 to 1970, when industry gradually recovered from the 1962-1967 recession. After 1971 the highest growth rates are in the capital goods sector. At least as important as the expansion of durables was the role of building industry, stimulated through a new financing system for the acquisition of housing and high government expenditures in infrastructure. Labour intensive goods showed a comparatively slower recovery. For textiles, clothing and footwear, only at the beginning of the seventies were the production levels of 1961 again reached. On the whole, while the output of the consumer durables sector grew at an average annual rate of 23.8% from 1967 to 1973, the comparable rate for the non-durables sector was 11.9%. And anyone can check that most of the industrial exports came from the non-durables sector 9
This sketch of the sectoral growth behaviour should help in ascertaining that the role of exports in the Brazilian boom was only partial. It is true that in some cases a relative slack in internal demand was not alien to the decided search for external outlets in which Brazil's manufacturers have embarked. But it is totally wrong to conclude from this that the external outlets were more important than the expansion of the internal market in explaining the country's growth.
Liberalization of Imports
On the side of imports, the changeover to an outward looking strategy meant a more liberal policy. Imports could increase since capacity to import expanded not only through higher exports but through the inflow of foreign capital. , 1974, pp. 142-143. 8 It is beyond the scope of this text to examine the income distribution pattern of the Brazilian growth model. The most complete work on this subject is by Edmar L. B a c h a and Lance Taylor, "Brazilian income distribution in the 1960's: facts, model results and the controversy", chapter of a forthcoming book on growth and income distribution. 9 In relation to the mentioned weight of traditional industries in exports, most of the industrial exports of Brazil come from branches with lower degree of concentration and also where national firms are prevailing. This situation might present changes, to the extent in which nondurables lose weight in the structure of industrial exports. Actually, parallel to the gain in the shares of intermediate goods, capital goods and durables in Brazilian exports, between 1971 and 1974, government enterprises and multinationals increased slightly their participation in manufacture exports, as compared to the local private firms. Although the number of firms with export programs have been increasing, half of the exports are still realized by a number of firms which represent only 1% of the total number. See F. Fajnzilber, Sistema Industrial e Exportac~o de Manufaturados: An&lise da experi~ncia Brasileira, Rio de Janeiro, IPEA/INPES, 1971, Chapter II, and CEPAL, "Politicas de promocion de exportaciones...", op. cit.
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of capital goods, which went up at an annual rate of 30 %, with accelerating tendency (32.5 % in 1971-1973, 46.9% in 1974) .
Machinery and equipment remained the main item even after the expenditures for oil had more than quadrupled. The most dynamic sectors, like metallurgical industry, engineering, electrical equipment, transport equipment and chemicals, contributed the major share of industrial imports.
Increased imports, as well as the increase of the import coefficient of the whole economy 10 and of all the main industrial branches 11 from 1966 on were undoubtedly geared to the industrial growth of the country. However, one should observe that imports increased not only because of a lag in response of the internal sector of capital goods, but also due to official encouragement of the import of capital goods. An additional factor was the lack of internal credit for the acquisition of machinery and equipment, as compared to suppliers' credit for the import of machinery 12.
As a matter of fact industrial expansion, and therefore also the general economic growth rate, became more and more dependent on the supply of imported goods, to the disadvantage of the local capital goods sector. Thus, for instance, the elasticity of capital goods imports to changes in the formation of fixed capital, which was 0.20 on average in the period 1953-1967, went up to 1.84 in the period 1967-1972. In this connection arises the importance of exports for the Brazilian industrial growth, not directly as a component of total demand (as already mentioned), but indirectly by providing means to pay imports of capital goods and of intermediate goods.
Besides the incentives to export and a more liberal import policy, the new outward looking strategy aimed at attracting foreign capital and for this purpose a more favourable legislation was introduced. Specially from 1968, Brazil could count on a considerable inflow of foreign loans, so that not only the current account deficit was covered, but foreign reserves were accumulated at unprecedented levels (see Table 1 , column 12). The inflow of foreign direct investment equally increased (Table 1, column 8), but it is noticeable ~o The import coefficient of GDP had declined along the socalled import substitution process, to 7.2 % in 1957. It declined further during the 1962-67 recession, being 3.4% in 1965 and 4.5 % in 1966, which is explained by the slack in investment. During the last upswing it increased again, reaching 10.4% in 1974. ~] Sea CEPAL, Estudio Economico de America Latina 1976, p. 215. 12 It has been suggested that, besides the financing of imports, the high stock of foreign capital in the economy has a built-in tendency to increase the marginal propensity to import capital goods. See R. Bonelli and P. S. Malan, "Os limites do possivel: notas sobre balan~:o de pagamentos e indl3stria nos anos 70", Pesquisa e Planejamento Econ5mico, 6 (2), Rio de Janeiro, IPEA/INPES, agosto de 1976, p. 215. that the higher levels occurred only after the expansive phase in the economy had already started, although the favourable legislation was already in force much earlier.
The ease with which Brazil has been contracting foreign currency loans, almost multiplying by five its external debt between 1968 and 1974, is presented sometimes as a result and a proof of the confidence shown in the Brazilian economy on the part of the international financial market, or even as a sign of acclaim of the international finance community for the prevailing economic policy. However, here again one should be reminded of the conjunction of internal measures and favourable developments in the external financial market ~3. After describing the expansion of the Euro-dollar market, Wells (1973) has emphasized "that it is changes in the Euro-currency markets which have been responsible for the flood of funds to Brazil". "... the relative ease with which Brazil has increased this part of net overall indebtedness is due to dramatic changes in the international availability of capital rather than to international acclaim for Brazilian policies and performance." Nevertheless, the adequate adaptation to favourable conditions was once again observed: "Although Brazil may to date be the largest borrower, this is probably due to its earlier development of requisite institutional structure than anything else." 14 These foreign currency loans contracted in the Euro-currency markets are the largest component of Brazilian total debts. Actually, Brazil could profit heavily from the international money glut of the second half of the sixties and beginning of the seventies. And it was far from being the only developing country benefiting or suffering from this circumstance.
Limits of the Outward Looking Strategy
From 1974 on, balance of payments difficulties became once more one of the main concerns of economic policy. The balance of payments current account deficit jumped from $ 1.7 bn in the previous year to $ 7.1 bn in 1974. This jump was due basically to the exceptional rise in imports, which more than doubled in 1974. (See Table 1 , columns 7 and 2.) Some interpreters made the petrol crisis responsible for the Brazilian balance of payments difficulties, given the fact that the country relies on 13 international liquidity grew from 1969 to 1974 at the annual rate of 23%, while during the previous 20 years BRAZIL imports for almost 80% of its oil consumption. However, a closer analysis will show that other factors besides the quadrupling of oil prices have been playing an important rolelS. It is true that the imports of fuels and lubricants almost quadrupled, reaching $ 2.062 bn in 1974. But, as commented before, the imports of capital goods had also a very high increase and remained still the main item, totalling $ 3.119 bn in 1974. The imports of raw materials except oil had equally a very high increase: they more than doubled in I974, reaching 45% of total imports. Excluding oil, these increases derive from higher quantities imported, and only to a lesser extent from higher prices. Only in 1976 total imports of fuels and lubricants came to exceed slightly the item machinery and equipment ($ 3.823 bn and $ 3.518 bn respectively) t~.
This behaviour of imports can be better understood taking into account developments of a cyclical nature in the process of Brazilian economic growth ~z. To put it in a nutshell, high imports corresponded to the last stage of the growth cycle in an economy which has not yet developed sufficiently its capital goods industry. During the first stages, the expansion could proceed gradually using up existing productive capacity, but, as soon as productive capacity had to be expanded, higher imports accompanied the higher investment levels 18
While, on the one hand, imports had a record increase, export expansion, on the other, slowed down, as a consequence of recession in the advanced capitalist economies. Apparently this time the Brazilian economic policy had failed in adapting rapidly enough to the changing international situation.
Change of the Strategy
Although it has only an indirect bearing on the subject being discussed here, it must be noted that, at the same time, higher rates of inflation made their reappearance. While inflation had been kept under control even during the boom and during 1972 and 1973 stayed at the level of Government faced the worsening balance of payments situation by gradually introducing some import controls, which, in addition to the decline in the rate of growth, succeeded in keeping imports not very much over 12 bn after 1974. Parallel to it, opportunities of advancing further steps in the process of import substitution through internal production are being sought. Accordingly, after 1974 changes in the legislation were introduced so as to reduce the preferential treatment given to the import of capital goods in the previous period. Fiscal incentives similar to those given to the export of manufactures were extended to the domestic production of capital goods. Special lines of credit were created to support the local production of machinery and equipment, as well as of intermediate goods. Public sector purchases of capital goods are suffering some reorientation so to allow higher participation of domestic production.
It remains to be seen whether the more "inward looking strategy", based on the import substitution of capital goods, will actually break through. The renewed need of fighting inflation sets limits to an expansionary course in economic policy. In this context, some recent deflationary measures might counteract the official support to the domestic capital goods sector. The boosting coffee prices in 1976 equally took off part of the pressure in this direction, but the batance of payments deficit remains high and represents, by international standards, a very high proportion of the GDP. Certainly there are no easy means of further contracting imports. Unless there is unused capacity in the correspondent domestic sector, the policy of stimulating the internal production of capital goods cannot alone guarantee the reduction of imports. As known from past stages in the process of import substitution, the installation of new branches might at the beginning actually increase the need for imported capital goods. Let alone the international pressure of suppliers searching for outlets, given the slack in demand which persists in the most industrialized countries. Moreover, even if import controls and the decline in the Brazilian rate of growth could avoid further expansion of imports, the snowballing of debt services (Table 1 , columns 5, 10 and 14) contributes increasingly to the deficit. From the characteristic balance of payments difficulties inherited from the past stage, it has to be concluded that export expansion will remain an important element in any future growth strategy for Brazil.
